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Making Sense
To me, yoga is service. My desire to practice and teach yoga stems from simply one thing
- a desire to help others. Having two parents who served in the Navy (Dad) and Marines (Mom),
I have always had a deep desire to serve others whether it was to join the military, be a nurse, or
volunteer in a 3rd World Country. In addition, yoga has provided me with unmatched benefits
such as reducing stress and bringing balance into my life. When it came time to decide on my
focus for my Senior Thesis, a few ideas caught my attention: Alzheimer’s, fitness, health,
nutrition. I sat with these ideas and thought of how to bridge these together. I wanted to choose
something that I could take with me into the future. I narrowed my choices down to these three
options: personal training, Pilates, and yoga. I researched these options and continued to seek out
what I thought would be best suited towards my goals. As I continued to seek out information, it
occurred to me that only one of these could fulfill everything on my list. Yoga has many benefits
and requires focus in every part of a person’s life from the way they treat their bodies, the way
they eat, their energy, how they treat others, how they walk through life. I wanted to transform
my life so that I could ultimately help others. Without knowing immediately, I realize now part
of this had to do with building my spirituality and character as well – not in religious terms but in
connecting deeper with myself, others and ultimately my higher self. When I found a teacher
training program only one seemed to fill that requirement. Bhakti yoga, the yoga of devotion is
complete surrender and devotion to the Divine. Through Bhakti, one learns to attach him/herself
to the Devine and become unattached from external desires such as money, jealousy, greed,
position, etc. What could be more freeing and transformative then surrendering to a higher
calling that therein causes you to rise above and see all that truly matters. For me, this is my
family, service, a higher calling, and ultimately God. I was certain at this point, that nothing

could compare to the practice of bhakti yoga and the ways it can help others to live more
fulfilling and balanced lives.
Let’s go back to the beginning to when I began searching for 200-hour teacher trainings
around the Los Angeles area. In the beginning, I was unsure of what kind of training program I
was looking for. At different points throughout my time at LMU, I had spoken to Shanna
Hughes, Evan Heart, and Alexandra Shilling. Both Shanna and Evan had already completed their
training and were continuing teaching (both with very different focuses) and of course Alex, who
had not completed a yoga certification but was connected to a lot of people in the industry and
was planning on completing a yoga teacher training certification on top of her already very
accomplished Pilates Certification. I tried not to be influenced by others suggestions and already
knew I wanted to stay away from anything corporate or money-driven. Eventually, I narrowed it
down to 2 studios. Yoga Works, which was yoga alliance certified and Bhakti Yoga Shala which
was half the price and was not certified by yoga alliance. The pros of being yoga alliance
certified - as I discovered - are having the credibility, more visibility, and access to workshops.
The cons are paying monthly fees and uncertain validation for hours obtained. Ultimately, I
decided that the benefits of being Yoga Alliance were too small compared to the experience I
wanted. In addition, Bhakti Yoga Shala showed a curriculum much more in depth compared to
Yoga Works and emphasized the programs focus on Bhakti yoga, the yoga of devotion along
with its ancient traditions. The site listed itself as a more advanced study of Bhakti and was
recommended for current teachers and students of yoga. I decided that if I was going to study
yoga, I wanted a more rigorous and academic program. Bhakti yoga sounded like the perfect
path. Another benefit was the timing of the course which began January 12th and ended March
17th. It was the perfect fit.

Another question I had to ask of course, how did this relate to my dance
experience and what did I hope to accomplish? I approached my certification as a way to target
my well-being and eventually bridge yoga and dance. Not in terms of helping dancers with
strength and stretching, but with mental help and something more restorative. I wanted to find a
way to challenge them physically but not without challenging their mentality as well. As I will
explain further on, dancers place a lot of mental pressure on themselves and are surrounded by
constant judgement and comparison. This was something I struggled with in Shanna’s class in
the beginning that she helped me realize. A weakness, as I would call it that, that I wanted to
start addressing. How can I help dancers? On top of hours and hours of physical practice, what
can I do to help them be better dancers, better human beings? My answer to this was sewn in
with the path of Bhakti. With Bhakti yoga - the path of love and devotion - perhaps I could help
them stop focusing on judgements and fatigued bodies, and instead help them love their bodies,
promote a healthier conscience and way of being in the world, and ultimately provide support
through a restorative practice. That was it, that was my calling for this project. I decided I would
recieve my certification in Bhakti Yoga and provide free yoga classes to dancers at my school.
This would not only help me towards my goal of service, but help me to complete my 200 hours
of self-practice/teaching required for the certification but also help me build my confidence as a
teacher.

Bhakti Yoga: A Higher Calling
We know that Bhakti is the yoga of devotion and that it is centered around complete
surrender and attachment to the Devine. The Devine can be anything to the devotee: God,
Mother, or Higher Self. However, it is simply a form to help you connect deeper with the Spirit.
This form can then become known as your Ishta Devata, the beloved form of God for you. In
Bhakti, one can choose from a number of God’s and Goddess’s in the Hindu religion. It doesn’t
mean for one who is not Hindu that they cannot choose an Ishta Devata, but it can be a source of
power and energy to draw into your life. My Ishta Devata is the Goddess Durga. She is Devine
Mother of the universe and is known for her all powerful feminine shakti (energy) who protects
against evil to serve the good.
Continuing our path to understanding Bhakti, an important philosophy of the Hindu
religion is samsara. In Bhakti, those who cannot grasp the power of unattachment will become
aware of samsara. Samsara refers to our “physical world” and the dangers of ignorance. If one
latches on to desire and ignores his dharma or true path they will bound into an endless chain of
karma and reincarnation. A great example of this is the Greek mythological King, Sisyphus, who
is condemned for his sins and as punishment must push a heavy boulder up a hill for all eternity.
This is the punishment of ignoring one’s dharma or true path, set by God.
There are 9 forms of Bhakti listed from the Srimad Bhagavatham (early Vedantic
literature) that I will list here directly from my Training Manual that explain the basic guidelines
that are meant to help devotees become closer or realize God:
1) Shravanam – Hearing the names and glories of the Lord.
2) Kirtanam – Chanting His glories.

3) Smaranam – Remembering the Lord.
4) Archanam – Worshiping the Lord.
5) Vandanam – Offering obeisance unto the Lord.
6) Dasyam – Serving the Lord as His servant.
7) Sakhyam – Developing friendship with the Lord.
8) Atma Nivedanam – Total surrender of oneself to the Lord.

The Journey To
My aspirations have changed drastically over the last 4 years from studying nursing at
Santa Monica College, to becoming a dance major at Loyola Marymount, and finally completing
a yoga certification. So where did it all begin?
My love for yoga has bloomed over the last 8 years. My first introduction to a yoga class
was when I was 18 years old. I was on an all-women’s contemporary dance company finishing
my last year at my local dance studio on the competition team. I was also preparing to attend
Hollywood Connection’s Dance Convention as an assistant and wanted to be in tip-top shape. On
top of dance I became interested in cross fit and weight training at a local gym. During this time,
I also began taking yoga classes which were held in the fitness studios. After my first class I was
hooked. The instructors name was Janice and she had been teaching yoga and fitness classes to
locals for years. Many of her attendees were much older but I somehow felt I fit in. I admired her
wisdom, her voice, her method of teaching. She always began with a short mindfulness practice
in corpse pose and then moved into her flow. No matter what, she always ended her class with
10-minutes in savasana. This was the first time I felt relaxed and grounded without relying on
short-term fixes. But I did not really know what I was doing or what my goal was through her
practice and often found myself taking a 10 minute nap during savasana. Nonetheless, I became
addicted to her class and attended all of her classes weekly.
When I moved to L.A. I decided to change my focus to nursing and began taking my prerequisites at Santa Monica College. I had felt my dancing days were limited because I began to
feel the physical stresses on my body in my last year dancing. I had no idea how much my body
had changed from doing gymnastics for years. My wrists were deformed, my feet were

deformed, and some of these injuries were not going to go away on their own. Nonetheless, I still
chose to take a ballet class and continue dance as a form of exercise because I felt it strengthened
my muscles and helped build support instead of using force like gymnastics. Soon enough, one
ballet class turned into two, and then modern, and then I auditioned for their dance show in the
Spring semester titled, Synapse, which conflicted with my chemistry course I was enrolled in at
the time. As crazy of a decision it seemed at the time. I ultimately decided to drop the course and
continue dancing instead. I was in a whole new city with a lot more opportunities and
experienced teachers. I had grown exhausted from listening to other people telling me what I
should do. I heard it all, “You should have a back-up plan”, “dance won’t make you money”,
“what are you gonna do with that?”. One of my modern teachers, the incredible Ms. McDonald
once told our Modern 5 class that whenever people asked her what her occupation was she would
tell them she was a gym teacher. She laughed to the class, “I tell them I teach P.E.”. Finally, it
began to make sense in my head that it did not matter what people thought of me and my work as
long as it was important to me. Ms. McDonald, a powerful and extremely influential women who
has been a working professional for years and impacts so many lives, and still mentors her
students from years ago. I began to understand that people who really care and are interested will
get it and that’s all that matters. We’re all on different paths, looking for different destinations
and end points. It’s our job to continue on our path and listen to our own inner voice. I connected
with her words so deeply that I immediately felt I could trust myself with my decision.
I stopped the nursing track and began dancing, striving for my credits to transfer. I made
it through the show and soon after began dancing with Jessica Kondrath’s The Movement or also
known as JKTM, now known as Greyscale. I felt that this was a sign that I was on the right path.
For a year I followed her and filled in for her dancers when they couldn’t make a show. I wanted

to earn her respect. I wanted to grow. Being with dancers that were a little older than me felt like
home. I had been here before when I danced for Martha Kelly-Fierro’s company, Altered
Modalities. I was always one of the young ones, but I was also quiet and determined. I was
inspired by these women, seeing how many different roles they were juggling and still able to
dance and perform. I began to see that there was no straight path. One of her dancers, Briana
Masson, was an entrepreneur who began her own fitness & travel concierge, teaching Pilates all
over the map. Her company was called Jette Sette and to this day she continues to create
Youtube Content and teach classes mostly in Europe. I was inspired by her energy and this idea
of combining travel and health. I have always loved travel and exercise has always been a
necessity of mine since being an athlete.
Another point of inspiration was when I found Boho Beautiful. The founder, Juliana, and
her husband Mark created a channel on Youtube creating content full of yoga practices, travel
experiences, and health videos. Again, combining health and travel. There seemed to be a pattern
building, I thought. The difference with her was that not only was her content amazing, but I felt
very connected to her beliefs about eating plant based, conscious living, traveling, and
meditation. Juliana performed all of the practices in the video, coming up with the lesson plans
and meditations while Mark edited and dealt with all of the technological aspects. They were the
perfect match. I admired this idea of finding someone to build a channel with and still hope to
achieve this one day.
My interest in yoga continued to grow and I took a yoga class in my last semester at
Santa Monica Yoga. My instructor, Herb Sandoval, was trained in Iyengar yoga, which was
more militaristic to me and too stiff. We held poses for 3-5 minutes as the class progressed. I
learned quickly, Iyengar was not my style.

In my last semester at Santa Monica College, I applied for colleges and for financial
reasons I thought I would have to go to University of Santa Barbara. A weekend before classes
began I went to Santa Barbara on my own looking for apartments off campus and touring the
campus again. I was searching for some connection to the campus and the people there.
Something about UCSB did not click and I felt lonelier than ever. Moving away from my friends
at SMC and teachers I had connected with. Moving away from my family. This was the hardest
part. I knew there would be ups and downs but I didn’t want to face them without my Mom and
my sisters by my side. When I came back to L.A. I met with Damon to get a better feel for the
dance department and then went to the Financial Aid department to discuss cost of attendance.
Besides the cost, there was a much stronger connection to the people at LMU. Everyone was so
kind and accommodating. Then I found out that it would be financially more agreeable. LMU
was where I wanted to be.
In my first semester, I was mostly fixed on the dance program and my classes. I was
determined to improve and filled up my schedule with technique classes. In my free time I would
attend ballet and modern (occasionally hip-hop) at Your Neighborhood Studio in Culver city.
Part of this desire to be better was the pressure of being at a university which lead me to an
unhealthy impulse to pile up the dance classes. I was also a little intimidated by the other dancers
because some of them were technically stronger, but I knew I had something different to offer
and wanted to cultivate that. I tried to stop comparing myself, but I couldn’t help but want to
push myself a little more and a little more. I took two ballet classes back to back Monday
through Thursday, and Modern, then Jazz. It took one semester for my old injuries to worsen and
begin causing pain. My left foot was bothering me to the point that being on relevè sent pinching
pain to my second and third toe. I had recognized the pain somewhat in the past two years but it

had never been as severe. At the end of the semester I was pushing more and more and not
listening to my body. Pain? What pain? Shake it off. It’s not real… you’ll get used to it... It never
went away.
During my second semester at Loyola Marymount, I scaled back on my technique classes
to the point that I almost wasn’t dancing at all and decided to visit a few doctors and see what
they had to recommend. “Surgery”, one said. “Surgery”… they all said. One told me he could
give me shots for the pain for the next year or several years depending on how much longer I
planned on dancing. He explained to me that my big toe was like a mis-aligned car, undriveable.
The more he explained, the more it made sense. The way I saw it, I had two options. Fix it now
and take the time to recover and pro-long my dancing days or pay for the injections which were
expensive and risk more damage and possibly need an implant for my big toe.
I decided to have the surgery and made a date with a doctor in my hometown that knew
my Dad. It was going to be a long road. Six weeks non-weight bearing, another three-four
months with a boot, then physical therapy, then the grueling process of trying to take a ballet
class. This was no easy journey, but I knew it was necessary if I wanted to continue dancing.

To Further Effect
Beyond my natural inclinations toward yoga, there were other events that inspired me to
continue on my path months later. In my first semester in the dance program, one of the students
was found dead for reasons I am still unaware of. I thought about the stress and overwhelming
pressure that college can have on young adults. A young girl at our school, Bianca Red Arrow,
was a sophomore at LMU and apart of Kappa Alpha Theta. I had never met her but I knew of her
through my fellow peers. On Novemeber 7, 2017, I remember coming to school hearing that a
student had been found dead. Regardless of whether she had committed suicide or something
strange took place, it awakened me to mental health in the campus environment. On a college
campus, students may experience feelings of being overwhelmed, anxiety, and depression. Our
culture pushes students to get straight A’s and a GPA of 4.0, finish college as early as possible
and start working right away to pay off loans, save up for a car, and hopefully an apartment so
we’re not being judged for still living with our parents. Everyone is in a rush to get to that next
step or to reach success. It appears there is little room for pause in a society that is built on
wealth and success. When I think about what I’ve learned in yoga, I see a group of people
attempting to fight the stigma of time and external pressures put on by society. I see balance as
opposed to overfilling the cup with work and worry. To me, yoga appears like an anchor in an
unstable, dizzying and distracted world. Especially to young students who are easily influenced
by the things they see (especially with use of technology, social media, and advertising).
Nonetheless, after hearing the increased rate of suicides on college campuses each year
and the amount of students who drop out due to mental health, I began to feel that self-care and
emotional support are not being given enough attention on college campuses. In my experience
with the teacher training, I learned how therapeutic yoga can be and was introduced to many

individuals who have turned to yoga after some traumatic event in their lives. Yoga is not
outright therapy, but it produces positive outcomes much like therapy can. I think yoga attracts
people who have often experienced trauma because it is non-judgmental and think it could be a
great outlet for students as well for that same reason. Especially since college students are greatly
concerned with what people think about them.
I experienced some of these set-backs myself during my third semester. After I had
surgery on my left foot, I took yoga with Shanna Hughes in the Fall. I was very inspired by
Shanna. There was something about her presence and her being that drew me towards the
practice of yoga. She was so calm and so honest about her life. She supported me during my
recovery and believe it or not was the one who ultimately influenced my decision to become
certified in yoga. It was a difficult time for me because I was not dancing and this caused me to
feel very lost at times. She helped me to accept the pain I was feeling, physically and mentally,
and not only to accept it but to honor what was happening. She showed me how to be patient
with myself and helped me quiet my thoughts. As dancers, we are constantly in front of a mirror
or in front of other dancers, teachers, judges, and an audience. We are constantly being judged
and most often we criticize ourselves. This inner criticism can be the harshest of all and it can be
harmful to our mental-health. Being in gymnastics for most of my childhood, I grew a bad habit
of criticizing myself whenever I was injured because I hated not being able to do things. I was
taught to continue putting in effort even through injuries. When I was 12 or so I hyper extended
my knee and instead rode horses bareback for six weeks. When I fractured my right elbow, I
went to all of my gymnastics practices and did strength and conditioning for the 2-3 hours. I
wasn’t in the practice of allowing myself a break and this made me feel useless. I degraded
myself and because I wasn’t dancing, I began to lose touch with some of the other dancers. It

wasn’t until Shanna caught me in a deep cycle of self-judgement and negative self—talk, that I
finally told myself to stop allowing this. She would close the mirrors and discourage us from
comparing our practice with others and ensure us we were exactly where we were supposed to be
in our practice. She helped me to look inward and see that I wasn’t supporting myself or trusting
the process. She helped me quiet my mind and see things for how they truly were.
During Shana’s class we studied Patanjali’s 8 Limbs of Raja Yoga. Within these, we
learned about the yamas and the niyamas. The yamas and the niyamas can be compared to the
Ten Commandments in the Bible, except they are much more specific and attuned to our
tendencies and behaviors towards ourselves and others. For example, ahimsa, the first of the
yamas, means non-violence or non-injury towards others. This idea connects deeply with my
desire to live my life cruelty-free. I became vegetarian at age 16 after growing up near slaughter
houses in the Central Valley. After experiencing the cruel reality of the meat industry, I no
longer felt I could support something so against my morals.
As I dove further into each observance, I began to feel that I was finally in control of my
life and that I had an identity, something I could relate to and held me to my highest standard.
The great Swami Kripalu, once said, “By firmly grasping the flower of a single virtue, a person
can lift the entire garland of yama and niyama.” Through each virtue of the yamas and niyamas, I
began to unravel the layers of my inner being. I saw areas where I did well and was proud of
myself. I saw areas where I was really suffering and still struggle to find a balance. But it gave
me a sense of belonging and a way to navigate my life in a better way. I felt more grounded
waking up to this idea.

Finally, the health of my family became a concern of mine. My Dad, who has been a
diabetic for over a decade now due to genetics and stress which contributed to poor sleep and
bad eating habits. He also has severe arthritis and deterioration of the cartilage around the ankles
which has caused him severe pain over the years and is now to the point that he can almost no
longer walk. Though an ankle replacement is necessary, I feel that he would greatly benefit from
yoga as it could possibly help strengthen the muscles around his ankles and give him more
support when walking.
Prior to the worsening health of my father, my grandmother, who I am very close to was
diagnosed with Alzheimer’s disease. This was mostly due to genetics. Though I could not have
prevented her from being diagnosed with Alzheimer’s, I would have like to be there to provide
exercises that could help stimulate and exercise her brain as well as improve balance and
coordination. Towards the end of her life, the disease took over her body rapidly to the point
where she could hardly walk. She then had a big fall trying to get out of bed from which she did
not recover.
After Shanna’s class I realized how badly I needed yoga in my life and not just for me but
my friends and my family. My decision to become a yoga teacher or to simply learn more was so
that I could better myself and become a better role model for myself and everyone I cared about.
I realized it was time to step in a new direction and felt that I was finally on the right path.

The Journey
Another factor in my decision was the cost of the teacher training program, this program
cost half the total cost of other companies such as Yoga Works. In total I paid $1500 for the
program not including my accessories or books. Most 200-hour certifications cost over $3000.
The only setback to this certification is that it is not certified by Yoga Alliance, which is
important especially to those who want to teach outside of the country. My argument, as I
learned from others was that many yoga practitioners end up taking more than one teacher
training course to continue building their skills as a teacher and gain more knowledge. I realized
that this would probably be necessary for me if I wanted to further my accreditation.
For my thesis, I wrestled with whether to teach only dancers or not be limited to one

audience. I wanted to teach everyone who was interested because ultimately, my clients would
be of all ages and from all walks of life. I also knew I had more to learn when it came to
including people with different backgrounds and that it would change my practice Eventually, I
want to teach everyone from athletes, to pre-natal, to seniors. However, being that I was at LMU
in the dance program I felt inclined to limit my thesis to only dancers with the exception of
allowing my family to take part.
I first planned to teach every Friday and offer a sunset practice to help students release
stress after the week. However, after speaking to some of the dancers on what would work best,
they suggested Mondays would make more sense. I decided to teach Mondays from 6:45-7:45
and booked the small dance studio from 6:30 to 8 to ensure I had enough time to prepare and set
up before class and clean up after. I had my sister help make a flyer that I would email out to all

dance majors and minors advertising my senior thesis project and to rsvp with me before
attending so that I wouldn’t overfill.
My first step to prepare was creating my playlists for each lesson and deciding on a
formula for each class. I wanted to stick to the Bhakti Vinyasa Flow we were tested on so that I
could continue building a foundation for myself and be confident in my teaching. This meant,
following the flow phase by phase with the exception that I could add or remove anything I
wanted. This allowed me a structure and the freedom to be creative and either add in-between
phases that were more or less challenging and more restorative. My rule for my classes was to
provide 10-minute savasana at the end of every class while incorporating hands on adjustments.
Hands-on adjustments were something I loved during training and was a great tool for promoting
total relaxation and surrender during savasana. We always started with massaging the feet and
working our way up towards the crown of the head. It could be as simple as just squeezing the
arches or the calves, pressing the shoulders into the floor to help open the chest, pressing a finger
between the brows to release tension.
Music and sound were also an important part of my practice and my tool to help build
energy and heat in the beginning of all of my lessons. Building heat and energy was an important
topic in our teacher training course. Tapasia or tapas means ‘heat’ and it the process of removing
impurities in the body that helps one develop self-control and helps to cleanse the energy so that
the person can have a more focused energy. Often times during our practice, we would get the
class into a challenging pose such as chair and make them hold it for a long period of time while
dropping dharmic quotes, wisdom that would direct them to their thoughts and challenge them to
hold themselves to a higher standard. This is where one’s thoughts can be transformed and where

you can truly tell when someone is thinking negatively or wants to give up. This is where the real
teaching of Bhakti yoga comes in and helps us to transform our thoughts.
The structure of my practice is from our teaching manual and combines the sun
salutations into one long flow called the Bhakti Vinyasa Flow. There are a total of 5 phases
broken down into several poses. For example, phase 1 includes a beginning meditation and
mindful practice, followed by child’s pose, downward dog, forward fold, rolling up to standing
with palms coming into prayer at heart center. Phase 2 is the complete sun salutations. I began
my practices with phase 1-3 as standard routine and allowed my myself room to change or
remove phase 4 and 5. Before each lesson, I incorporated our 6-step guideline which was
addresses necessary information for everyone in class and is part of cultivating mindfulness right
from the beginning.
Listed below are the 6 steps to address before you begin your lesson:
1) Mindfulness & Presence – The gate to the practice. Cultivating the witness and
reminder to staying present.
2) Sankalpa – which means ‘intention’. Give an opportunity to create an intention, an
anchor for your practice.
3) Openness & Availability. Listening & Sensations – tuning in to the practice.
4) Child’s pose – child’s pose is always available.
5) Introduce Ujjayi breath.
6) Always address ability to adapt and modify any pose.
a. Yoga Medicine.
b. Sacred self-care.

c.

Reminder that this is not a competition - honor yourself. Don’t use the body
to fit the pose, adjust the pose to fit your body.

Prior to my lessons, I tried to write out any changes to my practice or a new phase. For
example, I like skipping phase 4 and inserting my own creative flow to change things up.
Somedays I included more challenging poses and some days I left a longer amount of time for
stretching. In addition, I tried to include a new breathing practice before child’s pose to introduce
other methods of reducing stress and anxiety. It is also good practice to perform these breathing
exercises to strengthen the lungs and is thought by yogis to increase our ‘life-force’ – increase
our life-span.
I taught three breaths over the span of 5 lessons: Ujjayi, 3 Part Yogic Breath, and Nadi
Shodana (alternate-nostril breathing). Ujjayi breath means the ‘victorious breath’ or the ‘oceanic
breath’ because it sounds like the ocean. This breath is essential to most asana practices and
helps to synchronize breath to movement to create a more rhythmic practice. I spent more time
teaching this breath because it can take time to become comfortable doing it with your mouth
closed, which is a more advanced version. I also found that many of the students did not want to
make any sound (ever) so I had felt I needed to be consistent to help them feel more comfortable.
The Ujjayi breath consists of inhaling deeply through the nose and constricting the throat as the
inhalations pass through the windpipe. On the exhalations, slightly contract the back of your
throat just as you do when you try to fog up a mirror and allow the air to escape either through
the mouth or back through the nose.
Next, I taught the 3 Part Yogic Breath which helps to calm the mind and body and
promotes deeper breathing. It is the 3 part breath because it requires us to inhale and exhale into

three parts of our abdomen: the belly, the lower part of the chest just below our rib cage, and
finally the low throat above the sternum. You inhale first beginning with the belly and working
way up and then exhale, reversing the process. As we go about our lives, we may not notice that
we are taking shallow breathes so the 3 Part Breath can be a great tool to help lengthen the
breath. It also has many amazing benefits such as releasing muscle tension, increasing oxygen,
and helps prepare students for a deeper meditation. This breath is the most basic and one of my
favorites.
The last breathing exercise and more advanced was Nadi Shodana or alternate-nostril
breathing which means ‘to purify’. This practice helps balance vital energy flow (prana) through
the left and right nostrils. You begin by breathing through the left nostril and conclude by
exhaling through the left nostril. This is the first step and helps neutralize any heat. Then you
begin again by inhaling through the left nostril for 4 counts and exhale through the right nostril
for 4 counts. Inhale through the right nostril for four and exhale through the left nostril for 4
counts. This is one round. Beginners continue 10 rounds a day for a month while more advanced
can add a hold for 4 seconds at the top of each inhale and bottom of each exhale. Nadi Shodana
has many benefits such as helping with emotional imbalances including anxiety and depression,
sleep disorders, mental exhaustion and fatigue, migraines, etc.
I realized quickly after my first lesson teaching that an hour practice was not long enough
and wished I had planned for an hour and half. However, taking an hour away from students as
opposed to 1 hour and half is a big commitment and I was afraid I would deter students from
attending. With shorter lessons, I had to be efficient in getting through the sun salutations and
building enough heat before entering into Phase 5 which included more stretching and restorative
poses. Planning my lessons with music accordingly turned out to be the primary method of

making sure I used the perfect amount of time. I tried to always match a phase to the length of a
song and when I got to Phase 3 or Phase 4 could use two fast songs. It was challenging at first,
but the more I practiced with it the better the lessons went.
Overall, each lesson felt complete and I was able to get through everything I had planned
in one hour. I learned that the key is finding your voice and using it to guide students properly.
As a teacher, you must be constantly aware of your tone with your students. Luckily, I never had
any disrespectful students but I’m certain it will happen at some point. I was also surprised with
how beneficial teaching was for me. I felt completely calm and restored after each lesson which
told me I was truly invested and staying present in the moment.

The Final Thread
Having the experience of teaching something I love in a safe and supportive environment
helped me to gain more confidence in my lesson plans and my application of what I’ve learned.
It was very important to me to keep the structure of our class and to master those guidelines first.
As time went on, I felt more comfortable adjusting things and creating my own format.
One area I do not feel satisfied with is my choice to abandon the use of chanting and
mantra meditation because these are practice’s I enjoy doing on my own. I plan to include this in
the future and play with ways to incorporate it. I had some conflicting ideas about the religious
aspect of chanting to different deities and also for time’s sake it didn’t exactly fit into my
lessons. After all, my overall goal was to encourage self-care and restorative asana and
meditation.
If I had another 5 classes I would certainly begin bringing in voice, especially in the
beginning to add to the experience of satsang and as another optional meditation practice which
is what I use it for. To me, it is not about your religion but about finding the truth, quieting your
mind, and as a way to feel grounded. It is about opening you heart and honoring the energies
(shakti) that the Gods and Goddesses can bring into your life. This I have learned and
experienced to be a powerful thing. I also simply enjoy singing and often do it for enjoyment
which can be meditative.
As I continue to study and improve, I hope to be able to provide the same wisdom that
my teacher gave to me and be able to change and influence other’s lives the way he impacted
mine.

The Journey Ahead
After my unbelievably rewarding experience of receiving my 200-hour certification and
teaching yoga to fellow students and family, I would love to continue practicing and teaching
yoga. I am considering the Yoga Master’s program at LMU or their Therapy Rx (300 hr.)
certificate program within the next year or two after I have covered some financial ground. I can
see myself teaching in nursing homes and prenatal yoga. I want to give back and be of service to
those in need. I have also entertained joining the Peace Corp as a way to travel and pay for
college. I am beyond excited for my journey ahead and know that as long am I trust myself and
continue to have patience, my path will reveal itself. If I have learned anything on this journey, it
is to be patient.
In the more distant future, my desire is to have my own yoga company titled,
YogabyNature that supports both locals and travelers or create a traveling company with my
Mom and contribute my yoga experience as part of the overall traveling experience. In my first
project, YogabyNature, my aim is to have both a website and app where people can find yoga
classes near them. The classes would be held in parks, forests, beaches with the focus to be on
being outdoors and connecting with nature. I would first establish myself around the Los
Angeles area and then branch out to other cities in California such as Lake Tahoe, Cambria, and
Monterey. I would hire highly established and experienced yoga practitioners to lead classes in
these areas on a weekly basis. Eventually, classes would include any/all types of yoga and
meditation classes.
So far, I am working to create a mock website for myself and friends to discuss over and
play with ideas. I have always wanted to include nature in my work. Since I was young I never

wanted to be inside. I always wanted to be out in nature. I feel that the ocean and forests and
simply the untampered parts of the earth provide the best forms of healing. The world is being
succumbed to more concrete, buildings, and roads that I think it is no wonder that people are
becoming more anxious and depressed. If I could help bring people to these locations, bring
them out to nature and give them the tools to help them feel connected again, that would be one
of my life’s greatest achievements.

The End

“By your own thoughts you make or mar your own world. Whatever you harbor in the inmost
chamber of your heart will shape itself in your outer life. Chance seems to form the surface of
reality, but deep-down thought forces are at work. Nothing in this universe and in daily behavior
is merely accidental. So improve your thoughts!”
~ Swami Sivananda

Journal Entries
March 18, 2019
Lesson #1
I used todays lesson as a learning experience. With only one hour I realized I don’t have
a lot of time to teach a full lesson or include everything I’d like. However, I realized an hour is
great for an audience that wants to feel the effects of a good yoga practice without taking too
much time away from their schedule. Within an hour I was able to sandwich most of what I
wanted into an hour long practice. My rule for all of my lessons is to include a ten minute
savasana. The challenge of today was making sure that everyone had the modifications they
needed and not only that but helping them to see that yoga is not about forcing poses or muscling
through the practice. It’s about accepting where you are at that exact moment in that pose and not
make judgments or try to change things. I realize that having dancers and non-dancers in the
room can cause some competition and judgements and that it is up to me to provide that constant
reminder that this is yoga medicine and that everyone is where they’re supposed to be. To help
with this I always keep the mirror closed and the lights as dim as possible to encourage my
students to focus on themselves and feel relaxed. Another struggle I had was helping others feel
comfortable breathing out loud. Nobody wanted to make any sounds because they didn’t want to
be judged or draw attention. This will also be my goal throughout my lessons to create a safe
space for people to let go and stop making judgments. It’s also a great place for me to observe
how I’m asking people to do things and how I can word things or demonstrate things more
affectively in my teachings.

March 25, 2019
Lesson # 2
Practice:
Phase 1 –
-

Meditation with 3 part breath
Childs pose w/side stretch & introduce puppy pose
Cat Cow
Downward Dog
Forwards Fold Stretch w/ bent knee rag doll

Phase 2 –
-

Crescent
Warrior 2
Reverse Warrior
Extended Side Angel Pose
Reverse Warrior
Vinyasa
Repeat left side

Phase 3 – skip
Phase 3.5
-

Alternate Low plank & Dolphin pose

*inhale dolphin, exhale lower plank
- 3 legged dog
- hip opener stretch
Tail bone to floor, draw up through the pelvis and crown
-

Inhale reach pelvis and same arm to sky, exhale lower 3x

Skip Phase 4
Phase 5
-

3 legged dog
90 degree lunge, chin to chest for psoas stretch
Hamstring stretch R leg straight
Pigeon
Repeat left

-

Bridge
Plow
Reclining Twist R & L
10 minute Savasana with adjustments

Today’s lesson went really well. I felt a lot more flow between the phases and a lot more
comfortable guiding everyone through the poses. I’m so happy that I have this space and this
opportunity to practice and build my confidence and experience because I know it will help me a
lot in the future. My goal is to continue being creative in-between the phases, mostly phase 3.5,
4, and 5. I’m beginning to find an equal balance for my students. Most of them want to stretch
and get into savasana. However, it is my responsibility to make this effective and get them to that
place where savasana feels like a completely restorative pose. In order to make this effective, I
have to be organized and prepared for each lesson. I have to find a bridge between the physical
practice and building heat, but also getting their minds to a place where they are fully present in
the practice, using their breath, and are not only physically invested in the practice but also
mentally.
I know I have done my job when the students come out of savasana and are completely
relaxed and rejuvenated. I feel that I have given them my greatest gift which is this time to
feel restored, relaxed, and grounded.

April 8th, 2019
Lesson #3
Today, I was slightly disappointed because only one person came. But I tried not to be
judgmental about it and quickly turned my perspective around. I asked what could I offer this
person or give this person that would make their practice and improve their well-being. I
reminded myself that this is how yoga began, one on one, teacher to student. I decided to wing
today’s lesson slightly and do something catered to my student. She wanted a nice stretch and
mostly hip-openers. She had complained about pain in her sciatica and psoas being tight from
driving and sitting for long periods of time. I decided to keep the first part of my lesson, but
incorporate a longer stretch than planned and focus mainly on the areas where she wanted relief.
I realized I preferred teaching in a more intimate setting and being one on one with a
student because you really get to know that person and their needs. In addition, this actually
meant less planning and worrying about what I was going to say and do in my practice. I only
had it
Quotes – “It’s not about being good at something, it’s about being good to yourself”

Practice:
Phase 1
Prone Savasana for brief meditation and mindfulness – blanket under torso (great for lower back
pain).
Childs pose
Thread the Needle
Puppy Pose
Cat-cow
Downward Dog
Forward Fold – rag doll
Roll up to standing
Phase 2: 3x (First slow, then pick up pace each time)
Phase 3: 2x both sides
Phase 3.5
Plank on forearms
Side plank (15 dips each side)
Phase 4 1x each side
Add triangle pose
Include Sacred Pause
Phase 5 normal

April 15th, 20 19
Lesson #4
Today I focused some more on lower back release. Beginning in face down savasana. I
brought back my phase 4.5 from my first lesson with a lot of balancing and added some sideplanks for a little extra heat. I’m realizing it’s hard to gage the energy in the room and make
sure I’m pushing them just enough. I’m trying to be more observant of my student’s reactions
throughout the class meanwhile still be able to demonstrate. When I throw something more
challenging into the flow, I will get mixed reactions from the student’s, some will give up
and some will push through and enjoy it. Men especially love to add push-ups and do more
strength-building poses. I know it is my job to be strong and create a practice that suits my
style and for what I want to teach in the future I want to be able to give people a work-out
and leave them feeling cleansed in the end. I also don’t want them laying in savasana for 10
minutes being too sweaty and uncomfortable. I also prefer to change it up from time to time
and sometimes have a longer stretch, which means working in a different manner. I want to
provide options and modifications In the same practice so that people can get out of it what
they want.

April 22nd, 2019
Lesson #5
Today I taught my lesson to Kendra and my Mom. I did my usual lesson covering each
phase but added a fun variation to 3.5 and added a pre-savasana using the yoga blocks to break
up tension and relieve tightness in the upper back. I added this because Kendra had told me her
upper back felt very tight after spending hours on the computer writing essays. I told her I would
incorporate some poses to help. As the lessons have gone on, I have felt much more comfortable
adding poses in last minute and taking requests.
Something that I’ve been holding onto however is that even though I reached out to
several of the students, nobody that I have known for my entire two years here at LMU has made
an effort to truly support me. I see it not a as a reflection of myself but as a reflection of them.
Though I had informed them months before that I would be holding yoga classes, when it came
down to my actual project, most of them never came. My intention for this year is practicing
‘unattachment’ and that is how I chose to approach my behavior towards my project so that I do
not get caught up in unnecessary drama. Even though many of them have not shown, I am proud
of my work and the experience I have gained from teaching smaller groups this semester. It has
really helped me to build my confidence and experience without feeling completely
overwhelmed. It Is also a completely different energy than a large group so I am hoping that next
time, since it is the final lesson, I can hold more people accountable.
I had a great lesson afterall! I really took my time today to tap into the details of my practice and
created a fun variation for phase 4.5 and added a 4.6.. I felt that today had a lot more flow than
past lessons and a more complete journey. I took my time in the beginning trying to establish

calm space and separate us from the noise and distractions around especially because I felt a little
rajas from trying to set up in time and I had to kick someone out of the room before I could set
up. I also turned the volume of the music up slightly more than I have in the past too which was a
fun challenge because it forced me to use my voice more and be more engaged and active in the
room. I also managed to walk around and give a few corrections which I haven’t been able to do
yet because the comfortability has not quite been there. I have to demonstrate alignment a lot.
However, today was a breakthrough for me. My continuing challenge is to keep offering
something different every lesson and continue using my own building blocks to give my students
something solid. I hope by the end they may also be able to recreate my practice at home. I am
considering printing out a copy of my basic practice to encourage them to practice outside of
class. Notes for next and final lesson: Upbeat music, possibly teach Guru Mantra or Devine
Mother Prayer. Create a fun dynamic flow and give a longer savasana.
Practice:
Nadi Shodana
Phase 1:
Puppy pose with yoga blocks
Kneeling thoracic spine twist

Phase 2:
Surya Namaskar 3x

Phase 3: 2x each side

Phase 4.5:
3 legged dog

crescent
Warrior 2
Half Moon
Warrior 2
Reverse Warrior
Revolving Crescent
Repeat Left Side

Phase 4.6:
Crescent
Warrior 2
Hip Opener – extended leg squat 3x
Eagle Pose
Repeat Left side
End in Squat – Malasana

Phase 5:
Seated cat cow (knees bent, hands gently on knees)
Roll down onto back
Bridge or Wheel (students choice)
Halasana (plow pose)
Happy Baby
Savasana with yoga blocks – 5 min.
Savasana with adjustments – 10 min.

April 29th, 2019
Monday
Today my grandmother passed away. I was at a crossroad trying to decide whether to
hold class or not. For the most part I was committed because I had spent 2 hours prepping
yesterday and thought being surrounded by a positive community would help me feel better.
However, as the time got closer everyone I had counted on to attend messaged me telling me that
had to cancel because they said they were overwhelmed with finals coming up (which I
understand). So I canceled my lesson and went home and be with my sisters. We went to the
beach and did our own version of sadhana while celebrating my grandmother at the beach with
her favorite music. We sang Frank Sinatra and huddled together sharing stories about her.
Joan Fulbright aka Terry has been an incredible influence in my life and the reason I
thought about nursing or any sort of therapy because I wanted to take care of her while she was
dealing with Alzheimer’s.
Nonetheless, I’m hoping to plan yoga at the beach one day for us to catch up and relax
together with everyone who supported me for my Senior Thesis Project.]

Dedicated to my love:
Joan V. Fulbright

